
T he critical infrastructure is vulnerable and under increased attach. For example, one researcher 
spent $20,000 and took two months to confirm that the computer controls for water, power, 

and infrastructure are vulnerable to the same types of attack that slowed Iran’s uranium reprocessing 
[1]. What’s more, different researchers used fewer than 30 lines of code in a demonstration that de-
stroyed a generator [2]. 

During 2007 and 2008, it appears that China interfered with U.S. satellites including uploading com-
mands [3]. The hack involved the NASA Terra AM-1 satellite and the Landsat-7 earth-observation 
satellite [4]. As is the typical case, China denied interfering with the NASA satellites [5]. However 
China has a history of cyber-warfare; by one estimate 90% of the servers involved with espionage 
against the U.S. are located in China [6]. Furthermore, the Chinese ‘Nitro’ hackers used an off-the-
shelf Trojan horse to sniff out secrets from chemical and defense companies [7]. Then Chinese hack-
ers breached Canada’s potash producers and may have resulted in the breach of classified data [8]. 
Furthermore, another report cites China and Russia cyber-attacks for stealing large amounts of Ameri-
can research and development data [9]. 

Likely to enable future hacks; an exploit to the cypher-block-chaining encryption algorithm used for 
XML was demonstrated by German researchers [10]. In Nigeria, the anti-fraud agency website was 
breached by hackers [11]. The threat from hacker attacks is such that Secretary of Homeland Security 
Janet Napolitano, warned Congress to act before parts of the critical infrastructure are crippled [12]. 
To appreciate the Secretary’s warning, consider the impact seen in the U.K. where businesses are fail-
ing due to foreign hacker attacks [13]. Then there was a hacker breach of the Japanese Geospatial 
Information Authority [14]. 

One of the big challenges with today’s software is identifying bugs before malicious exploits emerge. 
Case in point, there is a new virus called Duqu that exploits a previously unknown bug in the Win-
dows operating system [15]. What’s more, consumers at risk from the Duqu zero-day attack must wait 
for a vendors fix [16]. After being identified, the primary server used for collecting Duqu information 
was shutdown in India; however, the backup kicked in operating from Belgium [17]. So what are users 
supposed to do, turn off their computers? A real risk is when a zero-day 
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T he number of first 
time unemployment 

claims for the week ending 
October 22 was 402,000 
[1]. For the week ending 
October 29, the reported 
number was 397,000 with 
the previous week increased 
to 406,000 [2]. What’s 
more, according to the 
Labor department, 80,000 
jobs were created for Octo-
ber [3]. 

On October 28, regulators 
shuttered only one bank: 
85) All American Bank in 
Illinois [4]. Then on No-
vember 4 two were closed: 
86) Mid City Bank in Ne-
braska; and 87) SunFirst 
Bank in Utah [5]. 

One measure of the eco-
nomic impact is the num-
ber of people receiving food 
stamps. In August the num-
ber of people getting food 

stamps was 45.8 million, or 
approximately 15% of the 
population [6].  
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attack is used to install back 
doors that allow privileged 
access long after the fix is 
eventually applied. At some 
point, we may be forced to 
follow the computer security 
approach used by China, the 
hardened open source operat-
ing system called Kylin (tied to 
a hardened CPU) [18]. 
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came after indications 
emerged that Israel may be 
planning a pre-emptive strike 
against Iran’s nuclear facilities 
[8]. Concurrently, there are 
suggestions that the United 
Kingdom may also be plan-
ning a military attack against 
Iran [9]. To complicate mat-
ters, some believe that Iran 
already has nuclear weapons 
[10].  

The U.S. is dismantling the 
last of its 9 Megaton H-
Bombs, the B-53; leaving the 
1.2 megaton B-83 as the larg-
est bomb in the inventory 
[11]. So not only is the U.S. 
reducing the numbers of nu-
clear devices but also the ex-
plosive yield of the remaining 
weapons. Meanwhile, Iran 
appears to be working on a 
system to detonate nuclear 
weapons at the edge of the 
atmosphere; thereby creating 
an electromagnetic pulse that 
could destroy most of Ameri-
ca’s electronics [12].  What’s 
more, Iran continues to re-
ceive missiles from China in 
violation of UN sanctions 
[13]. 
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I t seems the amount of radi-
oactive material released 

into the ocean by the Fukushi-
ma plant was 20 times more 
than claimed; making this the 
largest release in history [1]. In 
spite of the lack of candor 
from the owners of the strick-
en nuclear plant, the Govern-
ment of Japan is ready to bail 
Tepco out [2]. For example, 
the first Japan taxpayer fund-
ed installment payment to 
Tepco, for $11.5 billon was 
approved [3]. This is another 
example of the close ties be-
tween government and indus-
try that make trading with 
Japan difficult. What’s more, 
there are reports indicating 
nuclear fission is still taking 
place at the destroyed number 
2 reactor [4]. Readers may 
recall, Tepco has had a history 
of scandal [5]. It is unclear if a 
country other than Japan 
would have allowed such trou-
bled reactors to operate. Nev-
ertheless, they are receiving a 
government bailout. 

While Japan may have a lack 
of commitment to nuclear 
power domestically, this has 
not abated the desire to ex-
port the technology. Case in 
point, Japan is moving ahead 
with a plan to export nuclear 
technology to Vietnam [6]. 

Another area of active nuclear 
activity is the Middle-East. A 
big unknown is Iran’s nuclear 
program. For instance, China 
is urging Iran to be flexible 
with its nuclear program and 
provided a warning that mili-
tary force is not an acceptable 
outcome [7]. This warning 
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In the area of science and 
technology, one study suggests 
Chinese developers lead the 
U.S. in math and logic, but 
lag in programming skills [6]. 
Moreover, China launched 
another spacecraft that is 
planned to remotely join with 
a module launched last Sep-
tember [7]. When the docking 
was successful, this accom-
plishment demonstrated how 
far China has advanced in 
space [8]. 
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W hen it comes to export 
driven countries such 

as Japan, the government does 
all it can to help the export 
industry. Consider that Pana-
sonic forecasted big losses due 
to the strength of the Japanese 
currency, the Yen [1]. Japan’s 
finance minister, also con-
cerned the rising Yen (Japan’s 
currency) would hurt exports, 
warned, Japan would start 
buying dollars [2]. Case in 
point, after Japan purchased 
large quantities of dollars, the 
dollar rose to a 3-month high 
[3]. So far, Japan purchased 
$89.8 billion in dollars [4]. 
This illustrates the commit-
ment of Japanese government 
to its industries. In contrast, 
the U.S. appears complicit 
with evermore jobs exported 
resulting in tax revenue deple-
tion. Elsewhere in Japan, a 
number of radioactive cars 
that couldn’t be exported were 
instead sold domestically [5]. 
If Japan is knowingly selling 
radioactive cars, where is the 
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